Floyd Smith, 59, Clinton, Iowa won the M55-59 high jump (5'1") at the Russian Veterans Championships in Moscow, September 9. Floyd is a member of the Midwest Masters Track Club.
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Ross Carter, Eugene, Ore., broke the world record for the shot put with a 12.27/40-3, and the U.S. record in the discus with a 37.08/121-7, Hayward Classic Meet, June 25-26, Eugene, Ore.
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Australia's Judy Bandiera broke Anne McKenzie's 23-year-old 800-meter record of 2:19.2 for women 45-49 with a 2:17.06 in Miyazaki. She also won the 1500 in 4:52.81.
Dick Barry, Meet Director, XI WAVA Championships, Buffalo, N.Y., addresses the masters meeting, 1994 USATF National Convention, St. Louis.
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Alan Oman, 45, Babylon, N.Y., first master (18:16), in the Rob's Run Cross-Country 5K, Oyster Bay, N.Y.
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Phil Raschker
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Dave Daum, 42, St. Louis, Mo., masters
winner (2:39:33), St. Louis Marathon, Oct. 23.
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Erna Frank, 77, W75+ winner (45:09), accepts her award plaque from (l to r) Maccabiah 5K sponsors Arnold Minkoff, Toni Wortman, and Ed Slade of the U.S. Committee, Sports for Israel, Plainview, N.Y., Sept. 11. Photo by Mike Polansky
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Nate White, Fayetteville, N.Y., on his way to the M75 victory in 77:37, USATF National Masters 15K Championships, Nov. 13, held in conjunction with the Schenectady Gazette Stockade-Athon.
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Norman Frable, M50, bronze medalist (1:49:45), WAVA Championships, Miyazaki, Japan, October, 1993.
Geza Feld, M60 winner (26:15), Syosset Sprint 4 Mile, Long Island, N.Y., Nov. 19.
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Organizers of the Championships and the new sponsors are pictured here celebrating with Frey's Hot Dogs, the official hot dog of the Championships in front of the Buffalo Hilton, the Official Home of the Local Organizing Committee.

Behind car from left: Neal V. Fatin III, president of TR Services Business Telephone Systems and a co-chair of the Championships; William Coad, manager of human resources for Russer Foods; Robert M. Greene, managing partner of Phillips, Lytle, Hitchcock, Blaine & Huber and a co-chair of the Championships; Vito J. Borrello, the Championships' executive director.

Also (in front of car from left): Robyn Hudson, marketing manager for Continental Airlines; Roger Tunmore, president and owner of Tunmore Oldsmobile; and Rudi Reiner, general manager of the Buffalo Hilton.
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Maury Dean, M50 winner (22:55), Syosset Sprint 4 Mile, Long Island, N.Y., Nov. 19.  
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Bob Sager, 46, Bozeman, Mont., in the hammer, 1994 NCCWAVA Championships, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
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Shot putter
Wayne Shaffer, 46, KELfield 1st Anniversary Meet, Santa Cruz, Calif., Sept. 17.
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Opening ceremony of the Japan Masters Athletics Championships, Ageo City, Sept. 16-18.
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First W40+ Joyce Adams, 40, Reston, Va., in 59:38,
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The Syracuse Chargers W60-69 team took 1st place in the USATF National Masters 15K Championships in Schnectady, N.Y., Nov. 13. From left: Mary Ann Rusz (80:45), Gloria Brown (70:47), Lois Ball (79:40).
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finished 2nd M50
Peter Wayte of Cincinnati in the National Masters 5K Championship.
Al,

Here is my column for the January issue. I’m also enclosing three photos. The head shot of myself is to use in place of the head shot you usually use in the banner if it is not that much of a problem changing it for one issue. If it is a problem, forget it.
CLUB WEST president GORDON McCLENAFTHEN (r) pictured presenting the High Point Field trophy to winner TED HATLEN at a recent Club West monthly meeting. Hatlen, of Santa Barbara, won the award after compiling points scored while competing at Club West's annual masters' meet last October 8 in Santa Barbara. He won the M 80 Javelin (13.63) as well as being second in both the M 80 Discus (19.72) and M 80 Shot Put (7.57).
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Getting rid of poisons on the Dead Sea? — photo by Gina Tynn
King of the Hill TC M60-69 relay team members from the New Orleans area: Charlie Wimberley, 65, Joe Fuselier, 64, Al Rieke, and Don Lee, 60. The four broken or set world and U.S. relay records since June, including the U.S. 4x1600m with a 24:06.
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Rose Malloy, 46, looking strong on way to masters win on Nov. 13 at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 10K in Washington, D.C.
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Victims of the OK Corral shootout. No patience or Doc Holliday's shot gun? - Photo by Mike Ryan
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MEN AND
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AIMS CERTIFIED
22nd EDITION

AGE GROUPS
MEN : 40 - 45 - 50 - 55 - 60 - 65 - 70 - 75 - 80
WOMEN : 35 - 40 - 45 - 50 - 55 - 60 - 65 - 70 - 75

COURSE : FLAT AND FAST
ENTRIES : TILL 15 MAY 1995
NO ENTRIES THE DAY OF THE RACE

ENTRY FORMS AND INFORMATION WRITE TO :
JACQUES SERRUYS
KORTE ZILVERSTRAAT 5 - 8000 BRUGGE-BELGIUM
TEL. : 00 32 50 34 17 81 - FAX. 00 32 50 33 43 25